LOGGING ON

Navigate to http://community.amstat.org

Select Sign In button in the top right corner to login.

Initial Page (not logged in)

You will be taken to this login page:
ASA COMMUNITY HOMEPAGE (once Logged in):

Latest ASA Connect Discussions

UCI Statistics - Tenure-Track/Tenured Faculty Posi...

From AMSTAT NEWS

North Carolina Chapter Hosts Workshop on Social Media in 2019

MY PROFILE

Navigate to the top right corner, and click the down arrow to view your profile.

Select “Profile” to go to your Profile. Once in your profile, you can edit your personal information by clicking next to any items.

You can also update your email preferences, community notifications, signature and other items under the MY ACCOUNT tab.
YOUR COMMUNITIES
You can also quickly find the communities that you are a member of from your profile by selecting “communities” or looking under the “my connections” tab.
FINDING OTHER MEMBERS
You will find the Member Directory under the Network Tab

ACCESSING COMMUNITIES
The easiest way to access your communities is by selecting the “My Communities” option under the Communities Tab.

To navigate to a specific community, click on the title of that community. You can also navigate directly to the community’s discussions or libraries by clicking those items to the right of the community name.

POSTING MESSAGES
You can post messages to your communities or to the main ASA Connect community.

Once in the appropriate community, select Post New Message

Note: If you attach a document it will automatically be archived in the resource library.